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BRUCE DAVIDSON

‘East 100th Street’

Howard Greenberg Gallery

41 East 57th Street

Manhattan

Through Jan. 2

This exhibition commemorates a collaboration between two pairs of great

eyes, one set belonging to the photographer Bruce Davidson, the other to John

Szarkowski, the Museum of Modern Art’s visionary curator of photography,

who died in 2007. In 1970 Mr. Szarkowski mounted an exhibition at the

Modern of Mr. Davidson’s photographs of the people of East 100th Street in

Manhattan, taken between 1966 and 1968.

Now, Howard Greenberg and his staff have recreated the Modern’s show,

copying almost exactly the original installation and refurbishing the low-

budget framing method (which involved no frames actually, just glass and

white tape). The gray walls here are part of the gallery’s house style.



In his images of East 100th Street, even more than in previous series, Mr.
Davidson slowed down street photography. Instead of catching people
unaware or on the fly, like photographers from Brassaï and Cartier-Bresson to
Helen Levitt, William Klein and Garry Winogrand, he chose one street and
stayed put, getting to know its residents and the subculture they inhabited. It
was a world in which crowded tenements alternated with trash-strewn lots,
and a gritty, numbing deprivation prevailed.

In a sense Mr. Davidson was building on the classic images of the
Southern rural poor that Walker Evans took in the 1930s. But the urban poor
of East 100th Street tended to be black and Hispanic, not white; their poverty
was crowded, noisy and disheveled, not isolated and sere. Still, the inertia of
hopelessness was much the same. The people in Mr. Davidson’s pictures
convey many feelings — dignity, anger, resignation, solidarity, tenderness —
but, with some exceptions, joy is not one of them.

An additional collaboration transpired between Mr. Davidson and his
subjects. The people pictured are for the most part visibly conscious of the
camera and the man behind it. They let him into their lives and their homes;
they look directly into his lens.

Sometimes they simply do what they were doing, with minor adjustments.
A seated woman is shown from above, curling down toward the infant in her
lap, her posture radiating awe and concern. In a photograph centering on a
group of men gathered around a kitchen table playing different instruments,
the one woman present may have stepped into the frame as Mr. Davidson was
taking aim, standing familiarly behind one of the seated men. Other instances
are more calculated, as with an image of two young couples embracing on a
building stoop, but looking back, as if wondering whether their display of
affection and maturity is convincing. Not really.

In these images, Mr. Davidson functions as both a documentarian and a
formalist. He captures people’s inner lives and then corroborates their



complexity with the endlessly subtle tones and contrasts of his black-and-
white prints. The richly nuanced grays are his glorification of the psyche and
its power, under any circumstances. ROBERTA SMITH

‘ECSTATIC RESISTANCE’

X Initiative, Phase 3

548 West 22nd Street

Chelsea

Through Jan. 16

During its yearlong tenancy in Dia’s former quarters, the nonprofit X
Initiative has focused primarily on large-scale one-person shows and is doing
so again in its third and final program with an Artur Zmijewski survey on the
second floor and a Hans Haacke solo show on the fourth. Sandwiched between
them, though, is a solid group exhibition called “Ecstatic Resistance,”
organized by the artist Emily Roysdon.

Ms. Roysdon’s title connotes a spirit of Zen activism, with absurdity
substituting for ideology, but with politics still in the picture. In a 1973 video
called “Solidarity,” the Canadian artist Joyce Wieland (1931-1998) films a rally
of striking union workers by keeping her camera trained not on the strikers’
faces but on their constantly moving feet.

And in a video made earlier this year, Jeanine Oleson, assisted by a troupe
of zany helpers, is seen burning an enormous sage stick on the steps of the
Federal Building in Lower Manhattan to fumigate Wall Street of bad
vibrations.

If you missed the remarkable installation of found signage — 2008
campaign posters, real-estate advertisements, personal protests — that Sharon
Hayes planted in Marble Cemetery in the East Village for a few days in



October, you’ll find a condensed reprise of it here. You’ll also have a chance to

revisit Yael Bartana’s well-traveled and powerful film “Mary Koszmary,” in

which an actor playing a left-wing Polish politician delivers a speech in an all-

but-deserted sports stadium, exhorting his country to bring back Jews driven

out in World War II.

In a series of scathing political cartoons, Juan Davila, born in Chile, now

living in Australia, offers a portrait of the Latin American liberator Simón

Bolívar as a mixed-race transsexual.

The images of women in a mural-size photo installation by A. L. Steiner

would probably be labeled exploitive if produced by a male, but within a

lesbian-feminist context they take on a different, more ambiguous reading.

Other work reveals its political edge slowly. Filmed performances by the

Los Angeles collective My Barbarian (Malik Gaines, Jade Gordon and

Alexandro Segade, working with Liudni Slibinai) start out looking winsome

enough but feel more aggressive the longer you watch. Xylor Jane’s abstract

line drawings interrupt exquisiteness with a static of glitches. And Ulrike

Müller’s day-in-the-life audio monologue does something like the same thing

as it veers from the prosaic to the erotic and back.

Rosa Barba’s fantasy film about an island that drifts off to sea, despite all

efforts to anchor it, seems free of commentary subtexts, but still meets the

requirement Ms. Roysdon asks of art: to knock the pins out from under tyrant

logic and clear a space where difference can thrive. HOLLAND COTTER

ERIC FISCHL

‘Corrida in Ronda’

Mary Boone

541 West 24th Street



Chelsea

Through Saturday

For centuries, bullfights have been catnip to artists. Adding himself to a

list that includes Velázquez, Manet and Picasso, Eric Fischl made a recent

pilgrimage to the Corrida Goyesca in Spain. Held each fall in the Andalusian

town of Ronda, it features toreros in Goya-inspired attire: rich stuff for any

figurative painter.

But Mr. Fischl’s nearly life-size canvases are hardly nostalgic. Instead they

reckon with the current status of the bullfight, a sexy but endangered tradition

losing ground to other forms of entertainment and under threat from animal-

rights activists.

Working from his own photographs, as he typically does, Mr. Fischl leaves

telltale traces of the camera: compressed space, odd crops and indifferent

renderings of faces (bull and human). Generally the awkwardness works to his

advantage, in a Manet-like way. You can tell that Mr. Fischl is, as was Manet in

Spain, a self-conscious tourist with a modern attitude toward spectacle.

The best works isolate the bull and a single torero, echoing the

psychological acuity of Mr. Fischl’s earlier paintings of hotblooded couples in

chilly modern spaces. The light is different though; searing and

Mediterranean. In this particular contest, anyway, Mr. Fischl may be choosing

sides. The animal looks harmless, or at least neutralized; in most of the

paintings, he sits or lies on the ground, sword hilts protruding from his coat.

And in a painting at the gallery entrance, Mr. Fischl presents a solo and very

sympathetic bull, in a pose that implies vulnerability and reflection. KAREN
ROSENBERG

RICHARD HAWKINS

Greene Naftali



508 West 26th Street

Chelsea

Through Jan. 23

Few artists who sometimes include writing on artworks themselves seem

to realize how painful their verbiage can be for viewers to read. But there are

some who reward the effort it takes to read while standing up. The Los Angeles

artist Richard Hawkins is one.

Mr. Hawkins’s enjoyably diversified exhibition includes messy collages

revolving around pictures of pretty young men cut out of magazines and

clothing catalogs; slapdash abstract paintings that look like rejects from Mary

Heilmann’s studio; and garishly colorful, cartoonish paintings of men in

erotically suggestive poses and situations.

Most engaging is a series of collages called “Treatise on Posteriority.” That

is not a typo: each page presents several pictures of ancient Greek and Roman

sculptures of athletic men shot from behind to show their well-formed

buttocks and backs. The reproductions are accompanied by delightfully

comical commentaries, hand-printed in white on black, that sound as if they

had been written by a lascivious, homosexual art historian.

Keen to emphasize the erotic appeal of classical statuary, Mr. Hawkins

suggests that it might even have served as a form of pornography: “Many are

the stories, frankly, of elder statesmen wandering their lonely palaces at night,

having converse with the cold heads of archaic philosophers, planting kisses

on the stone lips of Aphrodite, fondling the hewn fruits of Bacchus or the

round rock breasts of Venus and rubbing their fat bellies against the marble

posteriors of whomever god or goddess stationed there.”

Mr. Hawkins offers a refreshingly ribald corrective to the high-minded,

asexual decorum of traditional art history. KEN JOHNSON



Correction: December 22, 2009 
Because of an editing error, an art review on Friday about an exhibition of work

by Richard Hawkins, at the Greene Naftali Gallery in Chelsea, referred incorrectly

to Mr. Hawkins and artists whose creations bear a similarity to his. The review

was citing artists who sometimes include writing on the artworks themselves, not

artists who write about their works.

A version of this review appears in print on December 18, 2009, on page C32 of the New York
edition.
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